
The Remote Control.
A true breakthrough in home theater convenience, Harman Kardon’s exclusive,
patented EzSet remote is the first remote that automatically analyzes and sets 
speaker levels for multichannel-system calibration.

Precise, Foolproof Calibration
Setting speaker levels in a multichannel home theater system is one of the most critical adjustments required for

proper surround sound reproduction. To create a seamless 360-degree sound field with precise imaging, it is

essential that speaker levels be accurately matched to each other at the listening position. Only then can correct

surround sound performance be achieved.

EzSet takes the guesswork out of level matching. By automating the speaker level-matching process, the EzSet

remote makes speaker calibration accurate and virtually foolproof, for maximum sonic benefits.

In addition, the EzSet remote includes programming and macro capabilities that provide users with the means to

readily control a complete home entertainment system from a single device.

How It Works
Once the receiver’s Master Volume Control is set to a nominal

“–10dB” reference point, EzSet takes over. Pressing a single button*

starts the test-tone sequence in the receiver, while a precision electret

condenser microphone in the remote measures the output level.

Proprietary software compares the SPL level to a reference and

sends IR commands to the receiver, which adjusts the output to

reference level. The procedure repeats for all speakers in the system:

the test tone is sent, the level read, and the output adjusted so that

each speaker position has the same level. Within two minutes, all speakers are adjusted. The test tone will circulate

one more time through the speakers to confirm the settings and to fine-tune, if necessary.

EzSet brings a new level of convenience and accuracy
to home theater enjoyment.

Visit the Harman Kardon Web site at 
www.harmankardon.com.

7.1-channel receivers also require the user to press the “5” or “7” key to specify the number of speakers in use. The LCD version of the EzSet remote, supplied with the
DPR 1001, DPR 2001 and AVR 7200, requires the user to follow the instructions that appear in the LCD display.
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